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Gyrocopter presentation

Bruce explaining
the finer features

The highlight of this month’s club night was a talk by Mike O’Rourke and Bruce Anderson on gyrocopters. Bruce
is the chairman of the NZ Gyrocopter Association and runs a gyro business, “Gyrate”, at Tauranga airport. They
brought two machines over to the Gliding Club rooms – just taxied them over and then at the end of the evening
taxied them back in the dark. These are amazing well developed and underappreciated aircraft, with incredible
manoeuvrability, short take off and landing, and intrinsic safety from being in permanent autorotation. Mikes
machine is a tandem open style for two occupants in line astern configuration. Bruce’s machine has a fully
enclosed cabin with side by side seating, full avionics and even a cabin heater.
Mike gave an
interesting talk
including a number
of escapades such
as landing on a
beach where the
So that’s what holds the propeller on.
sand was too soft to
take off again,
landing at a motel,
and on a golf course
where having been
given permission to
land, the cops were
called and he was
not allowed to take
off again. This
resulted in an
urgent search
around the
neighbourhood for
a large flat top
trailer to take it to
the nearest airstrip!

Wings Test Questions
18. Why do we not fly behind the
flight line or over the pits?

A.: Loss of control could result in injury.
1. It is easy to become disoriented if the model is directly overhead.
2. In the event of a problem, a model above the pits becomes a safety hazard
For TECT Park site, the area west of the runway is a designated no-fly zone

7. What are local flying field rules?

Noise Limits?

A. at TECT Park
Max height 1000 ft (300m) above the runway
No flying in cloud
No flying above pits or behind pilot
Give way to manned aircraft
Max of 3 models in the air at one time
Flyers must hold an appropriate “wings badge’ or be under the supervision of a
suitably qualified observer.
Flying during daylight hours only
Pilots to stand at official flying stations
Models to be restrained during startup, facing away from pits.
No taxiing within pit area.
There are no noise limitations at TECT Park. Yay!

(For a full list of questions send an email to taurangamodelfly@gmail.com)

Last 12 month cttee achievements
Another year has rolled around and what has your committee been up to apart from having expensive dinners
and international travel at the club’s expense (I wish!) ?. From the committee meeting minutes, following are
some of the highlights.:
• The outfield has been mulched. This has removed a significant safety hazard and made the field more
attractive to a greater range of member flyers.
• Line marker purchased – this has more significance than just keeping the place tidy – it enables us to
maintain a consistent pattern for mowers and avoids runway “creep”.
• TMAC signage put on container clubhouse
• Indoor flying organised over winter months
• Redundant Toro mower sold
• Pads poured for large model start gates
• Fertiliser spreader purchased (previously on loan to the club) and runway treated twice.
• Bay of Plenty Times featured TMAC as “Club of the week”
• Auction computers and printers acquired (These were previously on loan to the club)
• Charging table constructed
• Various events – gyro visit, control line day, gliding competitions, drone day, work party and others
The club has now moved from an establishment phase to one of operating one of the best RC facilities in the
country. Our future efforts will be focussed on incremental improvements and additions rather than the large
scale earthmoving projects of the last 5 years. Our financial year ends 28 Feb and the AGM will be held on
Wednesday 3rd April. We are always looking for people with enthusiasm and ideas to join the committee so
please start thinking about how you can help. Its rewarding and fun.

What’s the Committee working on right now?
Contrary to popular thinking the committee meets for more than just a chat over
coffee. Our last meeting was enhanced via bottle of red wine, (thanks Roger), so it
was time to get down to some serious stuff!
• We have a number of niggling maintenance issue that we are slowly
getting on top of. The windsock has been fixed, better wheels fitted on the
BBQ, quick detach plug fitted to the charging panel and better lights
installed in the loo. We are yet to fix the ranch slider door wheels and to

•

•

install the pipe drain at the gate. We were hoping to have access to a small digger to cut the drain
channel but as yet haven’t found a suitable trailer (2 tonne capacity) to bring it to site. We may resort
to a work party to manually dig the trench.
Our weed spray has been very effective and has killed most of the round weeds which have sprung up in
the runway. Unfortunately, this has left a number of bald patches which are severe potholes to heavy
models or those with small wheels. We have approved a project, subject to quotes being within
estimates, to seed drill the runway and plant a finer grade of grass and clover to infill the coarse grass
currently in place.
We are also looking at creating additional parking space by excavating the roadside bund back a couple
of meters, particularly at the gate entry end. A detailed plan is being drawn up and once quotes have
been obtained, we will seek external funding for this improvement.

Caleb’s New model
Junior member Caleb Day showed his Smith Miniplane at the club night. He has built this from a SIG kit bought
at our last auction. For a first full build he has made an amazing job. Looks very tidy and impressive. Caleb
describes :“The Sig kit was made in 1973, and was bought by me at the 2016 TMAC auction. We moved quite a bit after
then, and I didn't get a chance to start building it until about June-July 2017.
Now being a 1973 kit, not everything was perfect, but in the end, all worked out.

The Fuse was the first thing build, which was a
challenge, but I eventually ended up with a nice
straight bit of wood to attach the wings to.
The top wing was then built, and being my first ever build, had a few issues (The last of which, a warp, was
ironed out recently). That came out nicely in the end, and was sat on my desk for about a month of inactivity due
to commitments.
The bottom wing was next. Having ailerons, this one presented it's own challenges to face. But being relatively
experienced with how things should go by now, this one came out with almost no problems and was my best
wing. The tail bits were easy and were finished quickly, covered, and mounted to the fuse.
I was completely new to tinning and silver soldering, so the vast array of struts and landing gear bits were
intimidating. But with time (and quite a few mistakes) I got the hang of it and created 2 Cabane struts, 2 N
struts, and the landing gear.
With everything test fit and bolted together and the necessary bits fuel proofed, they were ready to be covered (I
am also new at this) The tail pieces were the test beds, so after they were covered in (surprisingly) relative ease
the top and bottom wings were both covered with little or no mistakes (wow) in about a week. The fuse was the
easiest to cover.
The cowl was put together and painted, and detailing was added to the cockpit such as dials, and all the linkages
and hardware was installed.
The colour scheme is based off the Smith N267Y in the States, which itself is based off the Grumman F3F "Flying
Barrel".
It is powered by an ASP46 with a non stock pitts muffler, and it has metal gear servos for everything except the
throttle.”

Links to things of a somewhat aviation theme
•

•
•
•

“The engine that won World War 2” – it’s a tribute to the Rolls Royce Merlin. This was the mainstay
powerplant for allied aircraft, being used in the Hurricane, Spitfire, Lancaster, Mosquito and Mustang
(also in pre war Messerschmidt 109’s !). Not a cheap engine to build with over 14,000 hand fitted
components. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GYcKdK7hmEo&t=38s
“The plane that saved Britain” – this is an article about the de Havilland Mosquito. Obviously filmed
before Avspecs got their production line going. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J6uDpyScWg0
Avspecs, first engine run of their third Mossie FBVI, PZ474 on 9/11/2018
https://www.facebook.com/Avspecs/videos/313012965957248/
Why would you ? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mrJgoQz5wSU. Lets try taping a bunch of
Radians together.

Andy’s column

•
•

•
Little Andy recently signed an employment contract in Perth. The contract included the words:" Must maintain a satisfactory criminal record and keep it updated". He doesn't have a criminal
record. Does that mean he doesn't qualify to work in Aussie? For professional development Andy
has suggested he rob the local supermarket (6 points) and steal the neighbour’s car (4 points).
Guess who – managed to park his grandson’s Radian in the top of the tall tree to the East of the
runway.? There has to be a first and this one is long overdue.
Mrs Andy has just bought a new industrial sewing machine. This thing can sew plywood and concrete
blocks together. If you need wing bags making, have a chat to Andy.

TECT Park Joint Governance Committee
The “Joint Governance Committee” is to meet on 5th December and we have been invited to give a brief
presentation on our progress to date with developing the site, and current issues. The committee comprises the
Mayors and some councillors of both Tauranga City Council and Western Bay of Plenty District Council, plus an
entourage of officials, media and the public.
The agenda for the meeting gives a summary of progress with establishing a cellphone tower within TECT Park.
Key points:
• Agreement has been reached with the “Rural Connectivity Group” on a site lease.
• Expectations are to erect a 25m guyed tower, subject to analysis of network coverage.
• Discussions are underway with Powerco on establishing a power supply. If this is connected to the TECT
system, upgrades to the system will be required = expensive. An alternative of a stand-alone solar offgrid system is being considered.
• MBIE planning indicates a target date of 2021 but this project has been scheduled as an early roll-out so
an earlier achievement date is anticipated.
• The report does not indicate if the tower will be operated by a specific cellphone provider or if it will be
open access to all service providers.

Aliens have landed

Control Line day (a totally unbiased report by Rob Morgan))
“The day started under a light cloudy sky and a gentle Northerly breeze giving great flying conditions. The north
south runway being closed for the day gave the combat flyers exclusive use of a great flying area, and many of
the arriving modellers commented on the site being ideal for flying of all disciplines.
An excellent turnout of 9 entries , some coming from Auckland ,
Hamilton, Rotorua and New Plymouth, started the first round at 10
am . All flyers having '2 lives' , so all flew twice before lunch , only 1
flyer lost both his bouts
and was eliminated, ( I
wont name and shame
as I can’t remember who
! ).
↓ Team talk

A greatly anticipated 2rd
round match was between
ex NZ world champs
representative , Bryce
Gibson , and Tauranga
member Rob Morgan, ex
UK champion. A frantic
battle ensued for all of 30
seconds with one cut each
but Rob Morgan down on
ground time.
Many equally hectic bouts carried on after lunch leaving Graham
Christie ( 2 lives left),
Kevin Barnes ( 1 life ) and Rob Morgan ( 1 life ) for the last
round(s).
First to battle was Kevin Barnes against Rob Morgan, Kevin
winning so Rob was out.
Next was Graham Christie against Kevin Barnes , both these
pilots represented NZ this year at the world champs in France in
different disciplines . Graham in F2c -team race and Kevin in F2b
aerobatics.
In the end Graham won on ground time quite easily .
A great day was had by all with a prize giving and Sausage sizzle
to end .
All flyers expressed their enjoyment of the day and hope this will
become an annual event.”
This was a nostalgic day for some of us who cut our
aeromodelling teeth in the control line circuit. For the
newcomers to control line combat, our session was ‘slow
combat’ using unsilenced ‘15’size (2.5cc) glow motors. Very
noisy. Lots of action and a crash every few minutes. These
models are almost indestructible and can survive a full speed vertical dive into the ground. Mid air collisions
and ground contact saw many flights with shredded covering and makeshift sellotape repairs!
Comment from Bryce Gibson , NOCLASS MAC : “A big thank you to the Tauranga MAC, especially Rob Morgan
for their work in putting on the Slow Combat contest at the TMAC s wonderful field in TECT park yesterday. A
fabulous day enjoyed by all, also special thanks to the Andrews, Andrew Hansen who got press ganged into
assisting with the judging, and Andrew Robinson who was centre marshal all day. Great work guys”

Drone’ Flyers Day
In preparation for the planned 1st December “drone day”, the local group of drone flyers spent a day with us
doing a dummy run. They set up a 3D course of coloured hoops below the main runway. This is the group that
flies every Wednesday evening at Ohauiti Park and they are very welcoming of visitors. They fly small home-built
quadcopters using a FPV goggles. These things move very fast and seem to be indestructible. It is quite difficult
to keep them in sight. Radios are typically Taranis 2.4GHz with the video on a 5.8 GHz link.

← The drone guys hard at work
Flying course ↓

Coming Events

• Dec 1st – Drone racing. This is a national event so expect some high-speed action.
• Dec 15th – Club BBQ at TECT Park.
Partners, prospective members and hangers on welcome. Bring your own special treats and share them with
your mates.
• Dec 16th – glider day at TECT Park.
• Jan 3-7, MFNZ Nationals, Matamata. See http://modelflyingnz.org/nats/ for details
• June 16th – TMAC annual auction

That’s all folks for this month. There will be no Newsletter in January, but please keep those contributions
coming. All the best for the festive season and we wish that Santa has something of an aeromodelling nature
hidden under the tree for you. Thanks to all who have contributed to the Newsletter during the year.
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